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ABSTRACT

We study the Painleve analysis for a class of nonlinear diffusion equations.
We find that in some cases it has only the conditional Painleve property and in
other cases, just the Painleve property. We also obtained special solutions.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, much attention has been focused on higher order nonlinear partial differential
equations, known as evolution equations. Such nonlinear equations often occur in the description
of chemical and biological phenomena. Their analytical study has been drawing immense
interest. A fundamental question when dealing with nonlinear differential equations is "how can

one tell beforehand whether or not they are integrable?" Originally, Ablowitz et al [1] conjectur-
ed that a nonlinear partial differential equation is integrable if all its exact reductions to ordinary
differential equations have the Painleve property: that is, to have no movable singularities other
than poles. This approach poses an obvious operational difficulty in finding all exact reductions.
This difficulty was circumvented by Weiss et al [10] by postulating that a partial differential equa-
tion has the Painleve property if its solutions are single-valued about a movable singular manifold

(z, z2,..., Zn) 0, (1.1)

where is an arbitrary function. In other words, a solution u(zi) of a partial differential equation
should have a Laurent-like expansion about the movable singular manifold 0:

u(zi) [(zi)] uj(zi)(zi)j, (1.2)
2--0

where a is a negative integer. The number of arbitrary functions in expansion (1.2) should be
equal to the order of the partial differential equation. Inserting expansion (1.2) into the targeted
equation yields a recurrence formula that determines Un(Zi) for all n > 0, except for a finite
number of rl, r2, r3,..., rj > 0, called resonances. For some equations, the recurrence formulas at
the resonance values may result in constraint equations for the movable singular manifold which
implies that it is no longer completely arbitrary. In such cases, one can say that the equation has
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the Conditional Painleve property [8]. The Painleve property is a sufficient condition for the inte-
grability or solvability of equations. Meanwhile, various authors have applied this approach to
other nonlinear partial differential equations to decide whether or not these equations are integra-
ble. Recent investigations of Cariello and Tabor [3] regarding the Painleve analysis also yield a

systematic procedure for obtaining special solutions when an equation possesses only the condition-
al Painleve property. Fisher [.4] proposed the nonlinear diffusion equation

u Duxx + flu(1 u) (1.3)

as a model for the propagation of a mutant gene with an advantageous selection of intensity /.
Roy Choudhury [8] has considered the extended form of equation (1.3) as

u fluP(1 uq) + D(umu) (1.4)

for Painleve analysis and obtained special solutions for various cases of p, q, and m.

In this paper we consider

u uP(1 uq) + #uux + D(umu)z, (1.5)

which is a generalization of (1.4) for the Painleve analysis. This equation has several interesting
limiting cases which have already been studied:

(i) when # rn 0, p 1, and q 0, equation (1.5) is reduced to the generalized Fisher
equation. For q 1, equation (1.5) reduces to the Fisher equation and for q 2, (1.5)
reduces to the Newell Whitehead equation.

(ii) If we take / m 0, then equation (1.5)is reduced to the generalized Burgers’ equa-
tion. With s 1 and/ ‘m 0, equation (1.5) gives the Burgers’ equation, which des-
cribes the far field of wave propagation in nonlinear dissipative systems [11].

(iii) When ‘m 0, p 1, and q s, equation (1.5)is reduced to the generalized Burger-
Fisher equation [9].

2. Painleve Analysis of Equation (1.5)

2.1 Leading order and resonance analyses

The behavior of solutions of equation (1.5) at a movable singular manifold [7],

(x,t) O, (2.1)

is determined by a leading order analysis whereby one makes the substitution

t) t)]" (2.2)

and balances the most singular or dominant terms. Substituting (2.2) into (1.5), we obtain three
possible values for ct as follows:

Case (i): p -t- q > ‘m _> s" Balancing the dominant terms up + q, ,mum lUx,2 and umuxx, we
obtain

o 2/(p + q- ,m-1)

and
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13u + q- m- 2D(p + q + m + 1)2/(p + q- m- 1)2

Case (ii): p + q > s > rn 0" Balancing the dominant terms up + q and su ux, we obtain

(2.4)

c- -lip+q-s-1

and

U -k- q s -1 (__ #IV -" q-- 8- 1)x. (2.6)

For p+q- -rn+2s+l>s>rn,

Here we have two branches for u0 as follows"
branch (i)" u0- -(k+l)x; and branch (ii): u0-kCx wherek-l,2,3,

m -((2k + 1)2- 9)/4, and/3 # D 1.

Case (iii): s > m >_ p W q:
obtain

Balancing the dominant terms us 1 2 and m
tx, ltt

m-
Itx, It xx, we

-1/(s- rn)

and

u)- (D/#)((1 + s)/(s- m))x. (2.9)

We have the following lemma as a result.

Lemma: For all combinations of integer values of p,q, rn and s, the leading order singularity
of equation (1.5) is

(i) a movable pole for all combinations with (p + q-m-1) is equal to 1 or 2 for case (i),
with (p + q-s-1) being equal to 1 for case (ii), and with s-m being equal to 1 for
case (iii);

(ii) a rational branch point for all combinations with (p+q-m-1)>2 for case (i),
(p + q-s- 1) > 1 for case (ii), and s-m > 1 for case (iii).

The powers of , at which the arbitrary coefficient appears in the series, that is, the reson-

ances, are determined by setting

t) t))" + v((*, t))"

and balancing the most singular terms of equation (1.5) again. We obtain for case (i), using the
value of c given by (2.3),

p{(r + c)2 -+ (2mc 1)(r + c) + [mc(c 1) + m(m- 1)c2

2(p + q)(p + q + m + 1)/(p + q- m- 1)2]} 0 (2.10)

with solutions

r- -1, 211-(m+1)].
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However, for case (ii), with value a given in (2.7) and for a particular value of m given by (2.8),
we obtain for branch (i)

p{(2m(r + c) + c2m(m 1) + (r + c)(r + c 1) + c(c 1)m)

(sc + (r + a))(k + 1)-(- m + 2s + 1)(k + 1)2} 0

with solutions

r= -1, {(k+3)-2c(m+l)}, (2.11)

and for branch (ii)

p{(2ma(r + ) + a2m(m 1) + (r + a)(r + a 1) + a(a 1)m) + (sc + (r + c))k

-I- (- m + 2s + 1)k2} 0

with solutions

r= -landr=(2-k)-2c(m+l). (2.12)

For case (iii), we get

p{r2 + r(2c(m + 1)) r + c2(1 + m)2 c(1 + m) + cs(r + c)u- m} 0

with solutions

r= -landr= -a(l+s). (2.13)

Hence, we have the following theorem.

Theorem: Equation (1.5) does not have the Painleve property for all combinations of p,q,m
and s with ((p + q + m + l)/(p + q- m-1)) _< O for case (i), with ((k + l)s- km + l)/(s
m) < O, D 1 and m ((2k + 1)2- 9/4), k 1,2,..., m 0,1,2,... for case (ii) and

with (s + 1)/(s- m) < 0 for case (iii).
By using the above lemma and theorem, we consider the following cases:

(i) m=s=O, p=l and q=2;
(ii) m=O,s=l, p=landq=2;
(iii) m=O, p=O,q=Oands=l;
(iv) re=l, p=O, q=Oands=2;
(v) m=2, p=q=l ands=3,

in which equation (1.5) has a movable pole as leading order singularity, and therefore, it may
have a valid Laurent expansion.

3. Generalized Laurent Expansions

3.1 Equation (1.5) with p 1, m s 0, q 2

In this case, we consider equation
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ut -/(u- u3) + #ux -4- Duxx. (3.1)

The generalized Laurent expansion (with c 1) takes the form

U U0- 1 + Ul

_
tt2 + U32 + tt43,

where r 1,4 and u4 should be an arbitrary function.

Now substituting (3.2)into (3.1) and using the Kruskal substitution [6] we have that

(x, t) x r(t), and uj(x, t) uj(t).

Here cr is an arbitrary function. Using (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) and collecting coefficients of equal
powers of , we have:

3: tt0 V/(2D/) (3.4)

2. t1 1/6D)v/(2D/)(# + crt) (3.a)- 1. t2 (_ 1/(6D)2)V/(2D/13)(# + rt)2 + (1/3)V/(/2D)

0. tt3 (_ 1/(4D))x/(2D/)[ rtt/6D) + 16(# + (rt)3/216D2] + V/(/2D)(# + rt)/6D (3.7)

1. 0Xct4 (8/(6D)2)V/(2D/)(# + qt)tt (3.8)

[16V/(2D//)(# + crt)4/(6D)3]+ 4(V/(/3/2D))(# + rt)2/6D,

where r dr/dt, and (rtt d2r/dt2. From (3.8), u4 is an arbitrary function of this order if and
only if the right-hand side of (3.8) is zero: that is, if and only if the singularity manifold is sub-
ject to a certain constraint. Therefore, system (3.1) does not have the full Painleve property, but
only the Conditional Painleve property.

3.2 Equation (1.5) with p- 1, m- 0, q- 2, s- 1

In this case, we consider equation

U /(U- U3) + #UUx + Duzz. (3.9)

This is the generalized Burgers-Fisher equation with cubic nonlinearity.

Let us assume that /3 # D 1. Let us take the generalized Laurent expansion of the
form

tt tt0(/) -1
_

Ul + it2(/)_f_ tt32 (3.10)

corresponding to the resonances at r 1,3 obtained from (2.12) for branch (ii).

Substituting (3.10)into (3.9) and collecting coefficients of equal powers of , we have:

-3. Uo_1,2 (3.11)

(/)- 2:1 rt/4 (3.12)

-1_. u2 (crt2/16)+ (1/3) (3.13)
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o: ox,.,3 + (,:,-,,/4) + (o,/2). (3.14)

Again, we find that u3 is arbitrary only if satisfies a certain constraint.
possesses the Conditional Painleve property.

Hence, system (3.9)

3.3 Equation (1.5) with p q m 0, s 1

In this case, equation (1.5) reduces to

u #uuz + Duzx. (3.15)

This equation is the well-known Burgers’ equation whose Painleve property is studied by Weiss et
al [10].

3.4 Equation (1.5) with p q 0, m 1, s 2

In this case, equation (1.5) becomes

2u #u2ux + Duuxx + Dux. (3.16)

Using (2.9)and (2.13), we obtain

uo (3D/#)x

and the resonances are r 1 and 3. Hence, we take the Laurent expansion of the form

U tt0- -4- tt1 -f- tt2 -4- U32. (3.17)

Substituting (3.17) into (3.16) and collecting coefficients of equal powers of , we have

-4. tt0 (3D/#) (3.18)

-3: u1-0 (3.19)

-" u2 (-1/3D) (3.20)- 1. OXu3 O. (3.21)

Equation (3.21) shows that u3 is an arbitrary function. Therefore, (3.16) possesses the Painleve
property.

3.5 Equation (1.5) with p q 1, m 2, s 3

In this case, equation (1.5) becomes

t fl(t- t2) -f- #t3tx -[- Du2uzz + Duu2x
We take the Laurent expansion of the form

U lt0- -t- U -t- U2 + U32 -t- 7143, (3.23)

corresponding to the resonances r 1 and 4.

Substituting (a.2a) into (3.22) and collecting coefficients of equal powers of , we get:
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4: U1 0 (3.25)

U 3: U2 0 (3.26)-- 2.
u3 (_ #2rt/16D2 #/4D (3.27)- 1. OXu4 4D/#. (3.28)

The right-hand side of (3.28) shows that u4 is arbitrary only if/3- 0, D- 0. For D- 0, 3 =/= 0,
(3.22) does not have the Painleve property. Therefore, (3.22) possesses the Painleve property only
if/3- 0.

3.6 Comparison of the results of equation (1.5) with those of (1.4)
In studying the Painleve property for nonlinear differential equations, dominant terms of the

equation determine the leading order terms, the Laurent expansion and the resonances. For the
case p + q > m >_ s, the dominant terms of equation (1.5) turn out to be the same as those of
(1.4). Therefore, in this case, the results of leading order balance for equation (1.5) agree with
those of equation (1.4) and hence, we have the same structure of Laurent expansions and the
resonances for equation (1.5) and equation (1.4). For (1.5), with the values of p,q,m and s, as

above, we find the constraint equations (for example, (3.8)in case (i)and (3.14)in case (ii))for
the movable singularity manifold corresponding to the last resonance value. This shows that the
singularity manifold is not arbitrary as in the case of (1.4) in [8] for certain values of p, q, and m.

Therefore, equation (1.5) for case (i) possesses the Conditional Painleve property for certain
values of p, q, m and s. Other cases of (1.5), having either the Painleve property or the Condition-
al Painleve property, are not applicable to (1.4).

3.7 Special solutions

We are able to find special solutions to some particular cases.

3.7.1 Equation (1.5) with p- 1, q- 2, m--s- 0

Let A + Bemz, where

z x ct (3.29)

and
u Uo 1. (3.30)

Substituting (3.30)into (3.1), we obtain

-1. _t_3DOxx_#x_ 0 (3.31)

(3.32)

Now substituting (3.29)into (3.31)and (3.32), we find that

m V/(/3/2D) and c 3V/(/3D/2 #. (3.33)

Using (3.29), (3.30), and (3.33), we obtain the solution for (3.1) in the form
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u 1/(1 + Aemz) where z x + (3V/(D/2) + #)t.

3.7.2 Equation (1.5) with p 1, q 2, m 0, s 1

Substituting (3.30)into (3.9), we obtain

3. UO Cx or uo 2z (3.35)

-: t-2-0 (3.36)

0. (3.37)

Substituting (3.29) into (3.36) and (3.37), we obtain for u0 Cx u 1/(1 + Ae-’z), where
z x- 2t, m 1 and A is an arbitrary constant.

3.7.3 uction of (3.1) to Painleve canonical equation

Without loss of generality, we may assume that fl # D 1.
becomes

Then equation (3.1)

ut- U--U3+ux-l-uxx. (3.38)

We use the method of Ablowitz and Zeppetella [2] to reduce (3.38) to the Painleve canonical
equation of type I.

Let

u(z) f(z)w(s) + g(z), s h(z), and z x- ct. (3.39)

Substituting (3.39)into (3.38), we find that

w"(h’)2 w’h’((2f’/f) + (h"/h) + (c + 1))- ((1 + c)(f’/f) + (f"/f) + 1)w

A- 3g2w A- f2w3 --(1/f)((1 -4- c)g -4- g" A- g g3) -4- 3fw2g. (3.40)

We take g 0 and f and h so that

(2f’/f) + (h"/h’) (1 + c) (3.41)

(c -4- 1)(f’/f) + (f"/f) + 1 O. (3.42)

Solving (3.41)and (3.42), we have

f(z)- exp(Sz), where 5-[-(c + 1)-t- V/((c + 1)2- 4)]/2
h(z) 7.exp(-(c + 1) + 25)z.

(3.43)

(3.44)

We choose

c- +(3/V/)-l, 5- -1/V/,andT--1. (3.45)

Substituting (3.41) through (3.45)into (3.40), we have
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(d2w/ds2) 2w3. (3.46)

This equation may be regarded as a canonical equation of the type characterized by L(z, w)--0
[5]. Furthermore, it is integrable in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions, whose squared modulus
is one-half (k2 1/2). An elliptic function of this type is called a lernniscate function [12].

3.7.4 Reduction of (3.16) to Riccati equation

Let u f(z), where

z=x-ct. (3.47)

Substituting (3.47) into (3.16) with it D 1, we obtain

cf’W f2f’+ ff"+ f’2--O. (3.48)

Integrating (3.48) once, we get

f’= -(c+(f2/3)). (3.49)

Equation (3.49) is a Riccati equation [5], which can be linearized through the transformation

f 3y’/y.

Substituting (3.50)into (3.49), we get

v"=(-c/a)v(z), (3.51)

which is a second order linear differential equation. Solving (3.51), we obtain

y(z) Acosv/(c/3)z + Bsin V/(c/3)z. (a.52)

Using (3.52), (3.5O)becomes

f(z) (X/((- Asin V/(c/3)z + Bcosv/(C/3)z)/(Acosv/(C/3)z + Bsin v/(C/3)z u(x,t).
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